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A.&T. Who's Who Students 
Left to right, sitting they are: Martha C. Rue, Robert B. Bradley. Nina Johnson, William E. Bedford, Lucy Reed, 
and John W. Tillery. Left to right standing they are: Levi Fonville, James A. Long. Walter R. White, Helen Mc-
Williams, Warren S. Harris. Prescott Coleman, Robert H. Jackson, and Milas D. Kelley. Those who are not on the 
picture are James E. Bryant, Alphonso Parks, Thomas Richardson, Gertrude G. Lee, Julius Kilgore, and Jessye M. 
Carney. 
Bennett and Aggie Debaters Will 
Lack Horns on Frats, Sororities 
T h e time-honored question of 
whether fraternities and sororities are 
benefits or detriments to a college will 
be argued, when the Bennett College 
A. and T. College debate teams lock 
horns in Harrison Auditorium at 8:00 
P. M., March 2. 
At a special meeting of the Kappa 
Phi Kappa Debating Society of A. and 
T. College, held in Noble Hall, final 
plans were made for the A. and T.-
Bennett debate. 
For twenty-eight years, the students 
of A. and T. College have been wait-
ing to hear Bennett engage with them 
in a debate. Others have been wait-
ing equally as long to hear the ques-
tion of fraternities and sororities dis-
cussed. 
The question for debate is Resolved: 
that Fraternities and Sororities Should 
be Abolished frotn the College Campus. 
Bennett will take the affirmative side, 
and A. and T. will take the negative 
side. Arguments for and against the 
proposed question are very strong, but 
the A. and T. debaters are confident 
that fraternities and sororities have 
Advice Given On 
Estimate of Credits 
In order to avoid confusion and 
near graduation frustration students 
should take courses exactly as they 
appear marked and numbered under 
"Work to Do" on their Estimates of 
Credits. 
If one course is substituted for an-
other be sure that your dean approves 
this substitution and also that you 
bring your estimate of credits show-
ing permission for that substitution to 
the registrar's office to be checked by 
the secretary. 
If you do this she will make that 
entry on her copy and safeguard you 
against later conflict of records. Should 
you fail to follow this procedure you 
will be held responsible for those 
courses already listed to be taken. 
proven their worth and that they will 
prove, with substantiating facts, that 
they should not be abolished from 
the college campus. 
Polio Drive 
Begins 
An appeal from six-year-old Bar-
bara Bruce, polio-stricken daughter of 
a former student at A. and T. Col-
lege, opened the college's drive for 
funds to support the campaign against 
polio, February 2, in tlie Richard B. 
Harrison Auditorium. Her father, 
Sam Bruce, was a fighter-pilot who 
ivas killed in the last war. Her moth-
er is also a graduate of A. and T. 
Barbara read a story she had writ-
ten, and showed a picture she had 
drawn, to the students and townspeo-
ple in the audience. Following her 
appeal, Johnny Montgomery of Char-
lotte, a youngster who has been in the 
polio hospital since June 1948, then 
spoke briefly. 
Appearing on the program, also, was 
Attorney R. D. Douglass. He cutlin-
ed the advance that has been made 
in the past year and a half in the 
facilities for combating polio here in 
the county. He also described the 
frantic but futile efforts of his wife 
to prevent polio from reaching their 
children. Little Ann, his daughter, 
was stricken in the last stages of the 
epidemic last year. 
Rita Moriarty, director of nurses at 
Central Carolina Convalescent Hospi-
tal, joined the others in urging sup-
port of the drive. She related hu-
morous and human interest incidents 
that occurrs in the hospital among 
the stricken children, and described 
the psychological effects the disease 
has on some of them. In her address 
she pointed out several times that the 
stricken children are no different from 
other children in their thinking and 
Dramatics Profs. Begin 
National Negro History 
Week With Superb Play 
"The Darker Brother," a play of 
monologues arranged and performed 
by Clarence L. Thomas and Roy H. 
Brown, directors of dramatics at the 
College, opened the observance of the 
25th annual National Negro History 
Week February 7. The performance 
was given in the Harrison Auditorium. 
The play gave a panoramic view of 
Negro HistorY by the use of selections 
from Negro literature and Negro mu-
sic artists and composers. The theme 
was in general the Fatherhood of God 
and the brotherhood of man. 
The characters portrayed were both 
symbolic and allegorical. Professor 
Brown as the 75 year old elder brother 
represented all past fathers of the 
Negro race in their struggle for free-
dom, justice, and the better things of 
life in America. Professor Thomas as 
the 39-year-old younger brother repre-
sented all the confused frustrated, and 
very often bewildered young Negro 
men of the present. 
The monologues were taken from 
poems by Langston Hughes, Claude 
McKay, Leslie P. Hill, and Georgia 
Johnson. Music selections were "Some-
times I Feel Like a Motherless Child," 
and "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've 
Seen." 
Buell C. Gallagher 
Speaks In Chapel 
"The call for moral control over 
atomic power has long come from the 
religious leaders of the world; now, 
in screaming urgency, it comes from 
the throats of the world's scientists. 
They know the stakes." So declared 
Dr. Buell C. Gallagher, special con-
sultant from the United States Office 
of education in Washington, D. C , at 
a Race Relations Sunday Vespers serv-
ice in Harrison Auditorium. 
"The scientists know," he continu-
ed, "that man is soon to learn that 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Twenty-One Aggies Chosen For The 
'50 Edition of Student Who's Who 
We are proud to announce that 21 
of our fellow-students have been se-
lected to appear in the 1950 edition 
of Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. 
This is a signal honor to the school as 
well as to the students, and a credit 
to tlie ability of the faculty. 
Students who receive this recogni-
tion are not selected arbitrarily. They 
must first lie nominated by the Stu-
dent Council after careful considera-
tion of their scholastic records, de-
portment, and social interaction on 
and off the campus. Once nominated 
by the Student Council they must then 
be approved by the Administrative 
Council and then their names and 
list of qualifications are submitted to 
the board of judges set up by the 
Who's Who Council. 
The students must possess the fol-
lowing qualifications: 
1. Their conduct must be exemplary. 
2. They must be either of junior 
or senior classification. 
3. They must have at least a 2.0 
average scholastically. 
4. Must have shown leadership in 
at least one extra-curricular activity. 
5. Must have made some contribu-
tion to the college. 
(). Must show promise of future use-
fulness. 
Students from 015 educational in-
stitutions are included in this nation-
wide program, but few of the institu-
tions have as many as 20 students 
elected. That A. and T. has 21 this 
year, as against 19 last year, shows 
not only progress but an above average 
in quality student body. 
The students selected from A. and T. 
are Jessye Carney, James Long, James 
E. Bryant, William E. Bedford, Levi 
Fonville, Warren Harris, Athie L. Gar-
rison, W. Prescott Coleman, Gertrude 
Lee, Julius Kilgore. Milas Kelly, Nina 
Johnson Robert (Stonewall) Garrison, 
Walter White, John Tillery, Thomas 
Richardson, Lucy Reed, Alphonso 
Parks, Helen McWliliams, Robert 
Bradley, and Martha Rue. 
Modern Dance Group Delights 
Audience With Unique Recital 
A beautiful and unusual program 
of interpretative dancing was present-
ed February 3, when the A. and T. 
College Modern Dance Group gave its 
annual recital in the Richard B. Har-
rison Auditorium. They were direct-
ed by Mrs. Mozelle Spriggs, physical 
education instructor. 
Most outstanding of the numbers 
was the first, "Slaughter on 10th Ave-
nue," an interpretation of night-life 
in the dives and on the streets of a 
slum area, danced by Mrs. Spriggs. 
This was followed by "The South 
American numbers, a ritual fire dance, 
and an interpretation of life along 
the river front, made up the first part 
of the program. 
A dance duet, "After Hours," by 
Jacqueline Moffitt and Edna Montgom-
ery, highlighted the second part. 
"Drums of Voodo," a Haitian number 
by Mrs. Spriggs was also superb. An 
interpretation of a group of Negro 
spirituals ended the program. These 
included "Go Down Moses," "Swing 
Low, Sweet Chariot," Seeking for a 
City," and "Motherless Child." 
Members of the Dance Group are 
Hilda Brown, Juanita Cross, Luvenia 
Carter, Bertha Everett, Jacqueline Mof-
fitt, Margie Felton, Williette Gavins, 
Edna Montgomery, Mary Murphy, 
Rosa Price, Julia Smith, Beatrice Wood-
ward, Mildred White, Gladys Wallace, 
Winfred Jenkins, Carter Perry, Arth-
ur Leake, and Jesse Jackson. Joseph 
Wilson was guest artist, and Caroline 
Mitchell played the piano for the 
dances. 
Registration System 
Changes March 2 0 t h 
Registration for the Spring Quarter 
will be conducted on Monday, March 
20, beginning at 8:00 A. M. Registra-
tion will be done in alphabetical 
groups as shown below, governed by 
the first letter of each student's Last 
Name. 
A through D begin registration at 
K:00 A. M. 
E through H begin registration at 
9:30 A. M. 
I through L begin registration at 
11:00 A. M. 
M through O begin registration at 
1:30 P. M. 
P through S begin registration at 
2:30 P. M. 
T through L begin registration at 
3:30 P. M. 
The School of Agriculture will reg-
ister in the Library, East Reading 
Room. 
The School of Education and Sci-
ences will register in the Library, 
West Reading Room. 
The School of Mechanic Arts and 
Trade School will register in the Gym-
nasium. 
All Students who own automobiles 
must fill in an Automobile Registra-
tion Card at the office of the Registrar. 
Failure to do this constitutes a viola-
tion of college regulations. 
Grade Cards will not be available 
at this time but a list of failures will 
be in the hands of instructors on 
registration day. Grade cards will be 
distributed at a later date. 
Classes will begin on Tuesday, March 
21 and any student who does not re-
port to class on that day will be mark-
ed absent. This will count as a cut 
for which the student will be pena-
lized. 
Easter Vacation begins on Friday, 
April 7 and lasts through Monday, 
April 10. 
All students are required to report 
to classes on Tuesday, April 11. 
Final Eaminations for this Quarter 
will begin on Wednesday morning, 
March 15. 
More than 5,500,000 television sets 
will be in use by the end of 1950. 
By the end of 1955, 19,000,000 will 
be in use. 
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION PAGE 
Esse Quam Videri 
Published monthly during the collegi-
ate year by the students of A. and T. 
College. 
Advertising rates reasonable, 
scription rates S1.00 per year. 
Sub-
Address all communications and checks 
to THE REGISTER, A. and T. College, 
Greensboro, N. C. 
Letters of suggestions, comments and 
criticisms will be appreciated. 
Entered as second-class matter Febru-
ary 8, 1932, at the Post Office at Greens-
boro, N. C, under the act of March, 1879. 
Register Staff—1949-50 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF James A. Long, '50 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR....James O. Beckett, 
'50. 
FEATURE EDITORS....Frank Bowden, Jr., 
'50: Calvin L. Jones, '51: 
James O. Beckett, '51. 
EDITORIAL BOARD—E. Henry Girven, 
'50; James O. Beckett, '51; 
Julius Kilgore, '50. 
SPORTS EDITOR Arthur B. Word, '51 
SPORTS REPORTER....Sandy B. Johnson, 
'51. 
REPORTERS .William R. Edmonds, '51; 
Macy Wright, '50; Wilbert 
Douglas, '51; E. Henry Gir-
ven, '50. 
CIRCULATION STAFF Albert Atlas, 
'51; Agnes Brown, 50; Sam-
uel Evans, '51; James Speas, 
'51. 
PRODUCTION STAFF....William R. Ed-
monds, '51; Willie Braswell, 
'52; Wilbert Douglas, '51. 
EXCHANGE EDITOR....Frank W. Bow-
den, Jr., '50. 
PHOTOGRAPHER Howard Ward, '52 
BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING 
MANAGERS... James O. Beckett, '51; 
Samuel Evans, '51. 
FACULTY ADVISORS....Dean Warmoth 
T. Gibbs, Miss Leadie Clark, 
and Mr. Wendell M. Bryant. 
"Job 
Paragraphias'' 
Vocational opportunity week will be 
observed at the college during the 
week of March 12. 
Several programs are planned to ac-
quaint students with vocational oppor-
tunities throughout the country. 
Outlined below are job paragraphics 
which should be of special interest to 
voting women. During that week 
many more opportunities will be point-
ed out. It should be stated, however, 
that the student makes his own oppor-
tunity by preparing himself to excell 
in his or her chosen vocation for 
there is always an opportunity for 
one who is liighlv efficient in the per-
formance of any task. 
ADVERTISING ARTIST. Commer-
cial advertising is a popular and prac-
tical field. All new merchandise 
which is produced has to be brought 
to the attention of the public through 
packaging, display, and advertising. A 
good art school training is necessary 
for this type of work; for the artist 
must be able to draw accurately and 
convincingly any type of merchandise 
she may be called upon to illustrate, 
in surroundings typical of its use. She 
must know color symbolism, and per-
spective. There is a demand for the 
advertising artist in manufacturing 
concerns, newspapers, magazines, and 
stores of all kinds. Since most art 
work is highly competitive, the artist 
who is successful is one who can deliver 
a drawing more quickly, more expertly 
and more cheaply than another artist. 
There are many ways to enter the 
field of advertising design. One might 
enter the employment of a printer, 
and engraver, an advertising agency, 
or an advertising artist. 
ASSISTANT IN A BANK. For this 
work a young person must have a 
background of secretarial study, in-
cluding bookkeeping. Experience is 
not always necessary except, perhaps, 
in one of the highly specialized posi-
tions in a large banking organization. 
There are minor duties in every bank 
which may be performed by an in-
experienced person. The opportuni-
ties for advancement are many, al-
though salaries generally are compara-
tively low. 
BUSINESS LIBRARIAN. In addi-
tion to a college training as a back-
ground, a librarian should have had 
special training in library techniques, 
to make her efforts more certain and 
efficient than if she had to proceed 
by trial and error. A thorough 
grounding in English, economics, and 
history, plus some knowledge of busi-
ness organization, preferably a fa-
miliarity witli the special field her li-
brary serves, are the necessary equip-
ment of a successful business libra-
rian. 
BUYER IN A RETAIL STORE. In 
some positions of this type it is neces-
sary to have had college courses in 
home economics and in psychology. A 
preparation of the sort secured from 
courses in home economics is highly 
desirable. The successful buyer is an 
alert, agreeable person who meets peo-
ple easily, is sensitive to public in-
terests and demands, and is quick to 
sense style changes. 
CIVIL SERVICE POSITIONS. In 
general, appointment to positions like-
ly to interest a college graduate re-
quires that the applicant pass with 
a high rating a number of examina-
tions to indicate mental capacity and 
ability to perform the duties of the 
position. Usually a reasonable ability 
to write good English is insisted upon. 
Some positions require also knowledge 
of various commercial studies such as 
arithmetic, applied geometry, statisti-
cal theory, accounting, bookkeeping, 
economics, law, stenography, and type-
writing. 
DIETITIAN. Until the recent 
growing interest in the part plaved by 
a well-balanced diet in the mainte-
nance of good health, the fields of 
work open to the dietitian were limit-
ed largely to positions as hospital die-
titian and dietitian in charge of the 
feeding of large groups of people—in-
stitutions such as colleges and univer-
sities and commercial organizations 
such as hotels, restaurants, tearooms, 
cafeterias and lunchrooms. 
A Bachelor of Science degree, with 
a major in foods and dietetics is a 
requisite for all of the positions open 
to a trained dietitian. In combina-
tion with this technical training and 
background, there should also be a gen-
uine interest in foods. The position 
demands executive ability in that she 
must deal with the officers of ad-
ministration, salesmen, and waitresses 
and cooks, in addition to planning 
the meals and purchasing the com-
modities. Actual apprenticeship in 
this kind of work is desirable. Neat-
ness in appearance is of prime im-
portance in all branches of this work. 
A pleasing personality is a definite as-
set in this profession, but especially 
so in the positions of food demon-
strator and public health or communi-
ty nutritionist. 
DRAMATIC COACH OR DIREC-
TOR. With the present-day interests 
in the problem of creative leisure, 
more and more attention is being giv-
en to dramatics. Consequently, there 
is an increasing demand for the train-
ed dramatic director. Community 
recreational centers, both for adults 
and children, now have on their staffs 
a dramatic director. Clubs and church 
(Continued on Page 7) 
BROTHERHOOD WEEK 
FEBRUARY 19-26 
SPOTLIGHTING THE CULPRIT 
The Relationship of Brotherhood 
To Democracy In The U. S. A. 
By JAMES A. LONG, '50 <S>-
"The spiritual strength of our na-
tion is founded on the Christian con-
cept of the dignity and worth of 
each human being in the sight of 
God, without distinction as to race or 
religion. Brotherhood Wreek serves a 
valuable purpose of focusing attention 
on the incompatibility of some of our 
practices with this concept. It keeps 
before us the goal of brotherhood in 
human relations and inspires greater 
efforts towards its realization." . . . . 
J. L. Blair Buck. 
The dignity of man is on trial 
throughout the world and our civili-
zation will survive only if man's in-
alienable rights are respected and 
strengthened. 
In our democracy, wc hesitate to 
sav whether we should abolish the 
poll tax, whether we should pass anti-
lynch legislation and whether we 
should pass Fair Employment legisla-
tion. There shouldn't be any ques-
tion about these things which are so 
closely related to the direct inalien-
able rights to which all men in a de-
mocracy like ours arc entitled. As 
the world becomes more and more of 
a neighborhood, brotherhood comes 
more nearly being, not simply an ideal, 
but a living necessity or all of us 
will eventually be wiped from the face 
of the earth. If we are to remain a 
united democratic nation, we must 
start stressing brotherhood at home, 
and then spread it abroad, by giving 
all men regardless of race, creed, color, 
or religion, this living necessity. Equal 
rights and brotherhood are the main 
units that make life worth living. 
The role of brothers in a democra-
cy (and we are brothers) is more than 
merely observing, criticizing and de-
fining. We must "Live the things 
we preach about" in our daily actions. 
Only then can the great hope of Chris-
tianity and democracy prove itself 
fruitful. 
We, at A. and T., can do our part 
along with the other millions that 
make up this democracy by helping 
to make life more pleasant not only 
for our class-mates but for all men. 
Let's make every week Brotherhood 
Week here at the College so we can 
be assured of a more sound and ra-
tional democracy, as a result of our ef-
forts. 
"EVERY DAY IS BROTHERHOOD 
DAY AND EVERY WEEK IS BROTH-
ERHOOD WEEK." 
Our One Best 
Hope For A 
Better World 
Racial and religious prejudice have 
many peculiar, minor corrosive ef-
fects even on the liberal and well-in-
tentioned wing of our Nordic, Pro-
testant majority. For example, small 
but annoying, there is the smug feel-
ing of satisfaction among some mem-
bers of this group because they are 
just a little more tolerant, just a trifle 
more understanding than some of the 
other members. These are the peo-
ple who tell you that some of their 
best friends are Jews, and it is quite 
surprising what nice people Jews quite 
frequently are. These are the people 
who tell also of sitting next to a Ne-
gro at some liberal banquet or in the 
day coach to Philadelphia and discov-
ering that this Negro was well edu-
cated and able to carry on an amazing-
ly intelligent conversation. These are 
the people, too, who often know a 
very nice Irish-Catholic priest and who 
will tell you that he has a surprisingly 
good sense of humor and is actually 
broad-minded when you get to know 
him. 
'Ihis sort of tolerance is often not 
tolerance at all but a hideous sort 
of nervous condescension that arises 
partly from a sense of inadequacy and 
partly from plain shyness in an un-
(Continued on Page 8) 
Should Science 
Take a Holiday? 
By JAMES BECKETT, '51 
Today science has advanced so far 
that the people of the time must sit 
up and watch in amazement. Epi-
demics which would claim thousands 
in the days of old are quelled now in 
a matter of a week's time. Doctors 
no longer guess or resort to useless 
charts of black magic, but cure and 
prevent by proved methods. Yes, we 
must marvel at the brilliant wav our 
scientists have improved our living 
conditions. 
Time is a major factor in destroy-
ing the disease which threatens man's 
very foundations. For during the time 
tlie scientist spends in fighting dis-
eases in the laboratory to conquer the 
homicidal bacteria, people are dying. 
For many years scientists have 
fought yielding great men as Pasteur, 
Koch, and many others. These men 
relieved some of the strain on man, 
but this took needless hours of hard 
work in the laboratory. 'Ihe fight 
to subdue these potential enemies of 
man is an ever increasing process re-
quiring every minute and every hour 
of each day. Every time a bacteria 
is conquered there are hundreds of 
others still attacking man. As long 
as man is threatened lie must go for-
ward in battle, man against his ene-
mies. 
There are many made-up bacteria 
in tlie minds of most of us. We com-
monly know some of these bacteria 
in "prejudice," "discrimination," envy 
and fear. Of course, they could come 
under the family of ignorance. They 
must be treated by each of us with 
our hearts and souls as our guides. 
Time won't allow us to hope much 
longer. 
Witli our neglect of these funda-
mental diseases, they will spread into 
the minds of our next generation 
stronger than ever. The cure is be-
ing taken for granted. The prescrip-
tion needs only filling now and the 
dose does not need to be limited to 
adults but children also. 
If science or the science of your 
heart and soul takes a holiday now 
the existence of the human race will 
lie eaten up before our eyes. 
Yes "the atomic and hydrogen bombs 
we fear." 
But prejudice and discrimination we 
still hold dear. 
Isn't it up lo us to bring the cure 
near? 
We should not think of ourselves as 
members in the game of life to be 
moved by the players called greed and 
hate. 
MU PSI NEWS 
The members of Mu Psi Chapter of 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity wish every-
one a very pleasant examination period. 
We hope that your work for the 
quarter will demand your appearing 
on the spring quarter honor roll. 
In the Phillip Morris contest, Mu 
Psi won first prize. 
Many members of Mu Psi Chapter 
graduated in December. They were 
true Omega men and helped to make 
Mu Psi what it is today. They are 
good men in their various fields and 
are now in a position to help other 
people to accomplish their goals. Ev-
en though these men have graduated. 
we feel their presence still. We arc 
hoping that they find success in all 
their endeavors. 
Mu Psi Chapter wishes that all stu-
dents have a successful winter quar-
ter. If, at any time, you need us. 
we will be glad to Iielp you. 
Looking forward to great things in 
the future. 
FLOYD H. PELHAM, '50 
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The Sternberger 
Educational Fund 
By GEORGIANNA I. WITHERS 
The Sternberger Educational Fund 
has aided many of our graduates and 
undergraduates in furthering their edu-
cational caieers. This fund was estab-
lished in 1925 by Mrs. Bertha I. 
Sternberger as a fund for helping de-
serving students to further their edu-
cation. Tin's fund is called "The 
Emanuel Sternberger Educational 
Fund" in memory of Mrs. Sternberg-
er's husband, now deceased. The fund 
is not discriminatory in regards to 
race, color or creed. 
Loans from this fund can be secur-
ed by filing an application form, which 
can be secured from Room 333 in the 
Southeastern Building here in Greens-
boro, North Carolina. This applica-
tion form requests that the applicant 
list eight (8) references. The Board 
of Directors meets each May and Au-
gust to determine the applicants who 
will receive a loan. In January 1949 
twelve persons, six Negroes and six 
whites were granted loans. 
The most favorable part of the 
E m a n u e l Sternberger Educational 
Fund is that the persons granted 
loans are not requested to repay until 
after they have finished their train-
ing, and secured a job. No interest 
is charged unless the recipient shows 
that he is not going to make payments. 
The recipient is also allowed to make 
his own terms. No better offer could 
exist for persons who are really in-
terested in preparing themselves for 
further services to his community. 
For further information contact the 
Alumni Office, Building T-1200, 
O.R.D., Room 9. 
Alumnus Appointed 
Director of Instruction 
BERNON A. MOBLEY 
Mr. Bernon A. Mobley, the son of 
Mrs. Belle Mobley and the late Mr. 
George W. Mobley, was born here in 
Greensboro, N. C. He attended the 
Greensboro Public School System and 
graduated valedictorian of the mid-
year class of 1937 from the James B. 
Dudley High School. 
While a student at the James B. 
Dudley High School, Mr. Mobley was 
an active participant in various clubs, 
The Literary Club, The Mathematics 
Club and the Panther's Claw Staff. 
Mr. Mobley served as company clerk 
in the U. S. Army for two and one-
half years, two years of which were 
spent in the European Theatre of Op-
erations. After receiving his discharge, 
Mr. Mobley entered the A. and T. 
College on September 17, 1946. While 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Nationwide Television Drama-
Writing Contest Announced by CBS 
A nationwide collegiate writing com-
petition, designed to encourage the 
emergence of new television writers, 
was launched today by joint announce-
ment of the Columbia Broadcasting 
System and World Video, Inc., leading 
independent television producing or-
ganization. 
The competition, to be known as 
the CBS Awards, is open to students 
in American colleges and universities. 
It will offer four prizes, the first to 
be awarded March 31, 1950, and the 
others at monthly intervals during the 
rest of the spring academic semester. 
The aniuont of the award will be $500 
if the prize-winning script is of one-
hour performance length, or $250 if 
it is a half-hour script. 
The prize-winning entries wlil be 
screened by a board of editors and the 
final selections will be made by a three 
man board of judges comprising: 
Charles M. Underhill, Director of Pro-
grams for the CBS Television Net-
work, John Steinbeck, author, and a 
Vice President of World Video Inc. 
Donald Davis, dramatist, screen writ-
er and producer for World Video Inc., 
of the Peabody Award-winning "Ac-
tors' Studio," which launches its new 
schedule of one-hour programs on 
CBS-TV Friday, February 3. 
In describing the aims of the con-
test, the official announcement de-
clared: 
"The development of television as 
a mass communication medium brings 
with it the promise of unprecedented 
cultural advantages. Realization of 
this promise depends not only on the 
excellence of television's technical fa-
cilities and on its operational scope 
and skill, but equally on the develop-
ment of new creative writing talent 
devoted to the new medium. 
"The Columbia Broadcasting Svstem 
and World Video Inc., believe that 
some of tomorrow's most gifted tele-
vision writers may be found among 
the large number of college and uni-
versity students of today. This com-
petition, to be known as the CBS 
Awards, is therefore instituted, with a 
twofold purpose in view: 
"To encourage new writers to dis-
cover and bring to maturity their 
special television talents; and by this 
means to contribute to the steady ad-
vance of television's entertainment 
standards." 
Announcements and regulations gov-
erning the competition are being sent 
to the English and drama departments 
of the approximately 1,800 accredited 
colleges and universities in the United 
States. A numbered entry blank must 
be obtained for each individual script 
entered in the competition and must 
accompany the submission. Contest 
rules and the required blanks must 
be obtained by writing directly to: 
Director, CBS Awards 
Headquarters: 
15 East 47th Street, 
New York 17, New York. 
The over-all competition begins Feb. 
3, 1950, and ends June 30, 1950. The 
four monthly competition periods are 
February 3 to March 20, April 1 to 
April 20, May 1 to May 20, and June 
1 to June 20. 
Entries postmarked later than the 
20th day of any contest month will 
be considered for the following month's 
prize. No entries will be accepted if 
postmarked later than June 20, 1950. 
Awards will be announced directly 
to the winners in telegrams sent on 
the last Friday of each month, com-
mencing March 31, 1950, and contin-
uing until Friday, June 30, 1950. Only 
one prize will be awarded each month. 
Public announcement also will be 
made on the CBS Television Network 
during regular broadcasts of "Actors' 
Studio." 
The competition is open only to stu-
dents 18 years of age or over who are 
residents of the United States and are 
attending accredited colleges or uni-
versities in the continental United 
States. 
All entries must be original televi-
sion dramas which have never been 
(Continued on Page 6) 
JAMES EARL WHITLEY 
James Earl Whitley, a native of 
Smithfield, N. C, was graduated from 
high school at the Johnston County 
Training School at Smithfield in June 
1928. From there he came to Greens-
boro, N. C , and entered A. and T. 
College where he received his B. S. 
degree in natural science in 1932. 
On his graduation from A. and T. 
College he was appointed principal of 
the Benson Elementary School in Ben-
son, N. C. In 1935 he came back 
to Guilford County and was made 
principal of the Florence School. Ex-
cept for two and one half years, from 
September 1943, to January 1945 at 
which time he served in the U. S. 
Army as an instructor in a Special 
Training Unit at Fort Benning, Ga., 
and one year spent at Columbia Uni-
versity, at the completion of which 
he received his Masters degree in Su-
pervision and Administration in 1946 
and one summer's further study, he 
served as principal of the Florence 
School until the close of the 1948-
1949 school term. In August 1949, he 
was appointed Director of Instruction 
of the Guilford County Negro Schools. 
His duties are concerned with the di 
rection of instruction in both the ele 
mentary and high schools of Guilford 
County. 
He is a member of the Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity and holds various 




Approximately 40 bandmasters from 
the various high schools in the state 
met at the annual winter band clinic 
at A. and T. College January 27. to 
prepare for the 16th annual band festi-
val to be held at A. and T. April 27 
and 28. With them came 350 students 
to take part in the classes and per-
formances that are included in clinic. 
The exercises of the day were direct-
ed by Walter F. Carlson, A. and T. 
band conductor, and Hamlet E. Gore, 
from Winston-Salem Teachers College. 
Registration at 9:00 o'clock. The 
bandmasters discussed and analyzed 
the music to be used at the festival 
and assigned the various types to the 
different schools according to the rat-
ings of the school. Then the attend-
ing students were divided into sec-
tions and the festival music was re-
hearsed during the rest of the morn-
ing. 
After lunch the A. and T. band 
gave a concert of festival music. Sec-
tional rehearsals followed the concert 
and afterwards a composite band of 
100 pieces played six numbers. The 
previously-scheduled evening concert 
was postponed because of rain. 
The Poet's Corner 
DID YOU FOHGET? 
Sorry to hear you're not feeling so well. 
As I did have something funny to tell. 
But the only remedy that I can help 
you find 
Is to get that sick feeling off your 
mind. 
Brace up my friend, no matter how 
downhearted you feel 
As you can make others smile with 
your pleasant appeal 
Yes I've been out with the real good 
times 
When I could have been helping you 
"IN THE MARCH OF DIMES." 
But the thought of being crippled 
hasn't occurred to me yet. 
But if it struck my child I could 
never forget. 
And as I look out the window at the 
kids in the street 
I know what life means with their 
limbs and their feet. 
May the thought of "never giving" 
never hit me again 
Because I'm going out to really boost 
this campaign. 
So vote for the little tin cup that 
comes your way 
To help some crippled child walk 
someday. 
—James Beckett, '51 
TO MY RACE 
Aim at the stars 
And make them your goal 
For no height is too high to success. 
Give the best that you have and little 
more 
Give and enjoy the toils. 
For tomorrow you'll share the happi-
ness 
That go with a job well done. 
You'll cherish the efforts you made 
And the victory you won. 
By Sandy "Bowtie" Johnson 
| A VALENTINE THOUGHT 
I love the quietness of the dawn 
and the light it brings because it 
makes all things fresh and bright. I love 
the winds and the secrets they carry 
because they help me accomplish what 
ever there is to be done with inspira-
tion and courage. 
I love every task confronting me for 
no matter how simple or involved, 
whether it requires initiative or is 
merely routine. Along with love of 
life will come patience, understand-
ing and wholesome experiences. 
I love every one I meet including 
the commuter, the neighbor, the busi-
ness man, the stranger, the friend, and 
my competitors, for I hope everv one 
of these will possess the qualities of 
friendship, consideration, intelligence 
that each of us desires to see in each 
other. 
I love to meet new people, and en-
joy seeing and doing new things, in 
the spirit of interest and adventure 
hoping that as I seek to give I shall 
satisfy my desires. 
I love to take time out to thank 
Thee who is all responsible for my 
being, and in return for my being I 
hope to make my stay here a worth-
while one. 
I love all that each day brings, the 
rain, the snow, the thunder, and the 
sun, and all the noises that help to 
keep in pace with a happy heart. 
JAMES O. BECKETT, '51 
A FALLING STAR 
Last night I saw a falling star, 
It shot down through the air, 
Penciled the sky from east to west 
And fell, no one knows where . . . 
Was it a soul to its rest; 
An angel's tear made light; 
Was it a young one's love dream 
lost; 
Or just man's fancy in flight? 
No matter where the star fell 
It made a burning path 
And gave my heart a golden sight 
There to be treasured ever and 
ever, 
Until I find the truth. 
—By Josue E. Amaro, '52 
Record for long-distance commut-
ing in pursuit of education: An en-
gineer enrolled at the Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology takes a 9-hour, 470 
mile train ride to attend a 3-hour 
class and return home every Wednes-
day night. 
Buell C. Gallagher 
Speaks In Chapel 
(Continued from Page One) 
the price of knowledge is pain. They 
are aware that the knowledge man 
gained may soon destroy him, and 
they are seeking means to save him. 
They know that we cannot expect the 
structure of civilization to stand when 
races living in hatred and enmity with 
each other." 
He lambasted the practice of racism 
in America and told the audience that 
it is not the fault of the laws of the 
land, but the fault of the people of 
Amreica. He said that we cannot ex-
pect our representatives in Washing-
ton and Lake Success to fight rascism 
as long as all of America tolerates it. 
He concluded with the declaration 
that "Man has never stood in greater 
peril than now; and it's not only be-
cause he cannot trust his fellowmen 
but because he cannot trust himself." 
The speaker was introduced by Presi-
dent F. D. Bluford. Mr. C. R. A. 
Cunningham, Registrar served as Mas-
ter of Ceremonies, and the College 
Choral Society, directed by Coleridge 
A. Braithwaite, furnished the music. 
LET ME LIVE 
IN HAPPINESS 
Let me live in happiness 
And be a friend to man. 
Give me courage along life's highway 
To do good wherever I can. 
Enclose my thoughts with sunshine 
Make them merry and always gay. 
That I might live in happiness 
Trusting God in every way. 
Let me live in happiness 
With a smile to all 1 meet. 
Fill my heart with love and kindness 
And each day will be complete. 
Bless me with understanding 
In times of sadness and woe. 
To keep me ever happy 
For God is everywhere I go. 
Let me live in happiness 
Every moment in my life. 
Shower each day with friendship 
From morning till the night. 
Keep my faith and trust in Jesus 
In the spirit of forgiving. 
And I will live in happiness 
As long as I am living. 
—By Sandy "Bowtie" Johnson 
IF I 
If I were to steal love and not give 
love in return 
If I were to receive knowledge and 
not benefit from what I've learned 
If I were to absorb the beauty of the 
sky and earth 
And not give anything, tell me what 
would I be worth? 
If I were to take advantage of each 
weakness and emotion 
If I were to tear down each one's de-
votion 
If I were to make tears flow and never 
let them dry 
May the Great Watcher close my eyes 
and I deservely die. 
But if I love each Godly thing I see 
And give the rest I have in me. 
Vnd if by doing these things as I trod 
f'll be helping to spread the love of 
God. 
\nd if I go on loving you as I may 
truly do 
I'll expect a short happy life simple 
and true 
Because my thoughts, hopes, dreams 
and secrets with you I share 
\nd I ask for no more as I know you 
care. 
James O. Beckett, '51 
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2nd Annual Dairy 
Production Course 
Held Feb. 8-10 
The Second Annual Dairy Produc-
tion Short Course was held at A. and 
T. College, February 8, 9 and 10. 
The course is for the benefit of County 
Agents, Vocational Agricultural Teach-
ers and the public. Representatives 
and agents from all over the state took 
part in the lectures and classes. 
Registration began Tuesday, Febru-
ary 7, in Noble Hall, Room 107. Wed-
nesday, classes in Dairy Cattle Man-
agement was held from 8:45 A. M. to 
12 noon. After dinner, classes in Dai-
ry Cattle Feeding began at 1:45 P. M. 
to continue until 4:30 P. M. All the 
classes for the day were in charge of 
Dr. W. L. Kennedy, Professor of Dai-
ry Husbandry, and W. E. Alexander, 
Professor of Animal Husbandry. At 
7:30 an informal meeting in Dudley 
Auditorium was held, directed by Tal-
madge Brewer, Animal Husbandry 
Professor at A. and T. College. Re-
freshments, consisting of ice cream and 
other dairy products were served. 
Thursday, classes began at the usual 
lime, hut consisted of lectures by va-
rious representatives of agricultural' 
groups. The first lecture was on the 
Essentials for the Production of Quali-
ty Milk, by Gordan Battle, Guilford 
County Dairy Sanatariam. Breeding 
for High Producing Offsprings was 
discussed by Maury Gaston, Field Rep-
resentative of Southeastern Artificial 
Breeding Association. J. A. Avery, 
Dairy Extension Specialist spoke on 
Dairy Outlook, Trends and Objectives 
for the last lecture of the morning. 
Classes in Dairy Cattle Health and 
Sanitation were held from 2:00 P. M. 
to 4:00 P. M. by Dr. F. D. Smith, Col-
lege Veterinarian. At 7:3 P. M., there 
was an assembly in Richard B. Harri-
son Auditorium with J. W. Jeffries, 
Assistant State Agent, presiding. The 
Honorable W. Kerr Scott, Governor 
of North Carolina was the principal 
speaker. 
Classes in Dairy Cattle Grazing, un-
der S. J. Hodges, Agronomy Extension 
Specialist, was held Friday morning. 
There were classes in Methods of Mak-
ing High Quality Hay, by J. B. 
Murphy, Professor of Agronomy; and 
Dairying on Share Basis by W. L. Tur-
ner, Farm Management Specialist. At 
10:55 there was a summary of short 
course information by R. L. Wynn, 
Dairy Extension Specialist and remarks 
by R. E. Jones, State Agent and S. B. 
Simmons, Supervisor of Vocational 
Agricultural Education. Dr. W. E. 
Reed, Director of Agriculture at A. 
and T. College wound up the course 
with a short address. 
The Fellowship Council 
Y. M. C. A. News 
The opening of the spring activi-
ties will be the crowning of Miss Co-
Ed at the coronation ball, sponsored 
by the Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion. The following persons of the 
various organizations have been chos-
en as candidates for Miss Co-Ed: Ma-
rion Dunn, Business Club; Louise 
Richardson, Iota Phi Lambda Sorority; 
Cora Carter, Tailoring Club; Selma 
Roach; and Edna Montgomery. 
The Y. M. C. A. basketball team 
is improving very rapidly under the 
management of Leroy Thompson. 
Members of the team are as follows: 
Bobby Anderson, Lynchburg, Va.; Car-
los Suarez, Sarasota, Fla.; James Wright, 
Williamsburg, Va.; R. Sherod, Durham, 
N. C ; "Bill" Little, Chester Eubanks, 
and George Tyler. 
All members are asked to be present 
at the next meeting. 
CHARLES L. BROOKS, '52 
':r:....:.:.':i: _;....li ,.,..:,'0 
In keeping with its practice of holding informal discussions with outstanding guests, members of The Agricultural 
and Technical College Fellowship Council with President F D. Bluford, are shown conversing with Dr. Buell G. 
Gallagher, Special Consultant, United States Office of Education Washington, D. C. 
Seated from left to right: Hubert Ford, Helen McWilliams, President F. D. Bluford, Nellie Brown and Dr. Buell 
G. Gallagher. Standing: Almena Muldrow and Sarah Cumber. 
The Indian population is growing. 
More than 425,000 Indians are now 
on tribal rolls compared with 398,-
000 in 1936. 
EVELYN M. YOUNG 
Miss Evelyn M. Young, a senior, 
majoring in Commercial Education, i' 
the student selected for honors this 
month. A native of New Orleans, 
Louisiana, city of intrigue, she comes 
to A. and T. from Martinsville, Vir-
ginia. 
In Evelyn, nature has presented the 
earth with an outstanding personality. 
She's a good looking little fairy-like 
creature who is smart and will work 
like the dickens at any bit of work 
she undertakes. Presently, she is do-
ing office training work. 
Evelyn loves people and lives that 
she might make others happy. 
For entertainment, she likes movies, 
books, (both fiction and non-fiction), 
dancing, and entertaining guest. She 
also likes sewing, playing tennis, and 
cooking. 
Most of her hobbies have been col-
lecting one tiling or another. Because 
of her busy active life, she hasn't kept 
any hobby any great length of time. 
She forgets that she even has one 
sometimes when she's in the midst of 
an awful Iota of work. Nevertheless, 
she has collected many things worthy 
of collection. Among such items have 
been perfumes, records, and pictures. 
Evelyn lists but two outstanding 
dislikes. One is her terrible hatred 
for vulgarism in any form and the 
other is the sickening feeling that she 
gets at the sight of unmannerly fel-
lows. To her the world is near per-
fect otherwise. 
Colonial Stores 
Announce 6 0 Cash 
Scholarship Awards 
Colonial Stoes Incorporated, one of 
the largest grocery companies in the 
Southeast, will sponsor a $30,000 cash 
scholarship award contest, Scotl W. 
Allen, president, announced today. 
The unique competition, believed 
to lie the first scholarship contest for 
consumers ever held, has been hailed 
bv governors and leading educators 
as an outstanding contribution to 
Southern education and progress. The 
contest will begin February 23rd. It 
will close midnight. March 31. Any-
one is eligible to enter, and entry 
blanks may lie obtained free at any 
Colonial Store—no purchase required. 
A total of 60 cash scholarships rang-
ing from S2.500 to $250, in addition 
to 210 fountain pen and pencil sets 
and 30 sets of Encyclopedia Britan-
nica, valued at $10,000, will be distri-
buted in Georgia, Virginia, North Ca-
rolina and South Carolina and in Ran-
dolph, Barbour and Houston Counties 
in Alabama and Leon County in Flori-
da—Colonial's territory. 
The awards will be made on the 
basis of a letter written on one of 
the two subjects: 1) "Why a young 
man or woman should have a college 
education," or 2) "What Colonial 
Stores can do to make your shopping 
more enjoyable." 
Designed to afford a number of 
young men and women the opportuni-
ty to continue or advance their pres-
ent education, the contest is open to 
everyone, and officials of the company 
emphasized that anyone can enter 
without charge simply by obtaining an 
entry blank from any Colonial Store. 
Although there is no limit to the 
number of entries each person may 
submit, each entry must be made on 
the official contest blank and must be 
submitted to Colonial Stores, Scholar-
ship Contest Editor, on or before mid-
night, March 31, 1950. 
"Parents can win for their children, 
older people can win for younger 
friends or relatives, or they can use 
the scholarship money to further their 
own education," Mr. Allen said in an-
nouncing the contest. 
"This section will prosper and suc-
ceed in direct proportion as its people 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Faculty Member 
Of The Month 
MRS. MOZELLE JENKINS SPRIGGS 
Talented, versatile, and possessed of 
one of the sweetest personalities with 
which we have ever come into contact 
is our Faculty member of the Month 
for this issue. She is Mrs. Mozelle 
Jenkins Spriggs, Physical Education in-
structor, and Director of the Modern 
Dance Group here at A. and T. 
Though she has been here less than 
six months Mrs. Spriggs is already one 
of the most popular faculty members 
on the campus. A direct tribute to 
her friendliness, charm, and willing-
ness to advise and help was her se-
lection by the Junior class as advisor. 
Her hard work with tbe Modern Dance 
Group and the superb program she 
presented in the face of numerous 
obstacles have also done much to en-
dear her to us. 
A native of Chattanooga, Tennessee, 
did her undergraduate work at Hamp-
ton Institute in Physical Education. 
She later received an M. A. Degree 
in the same field from New York Uni-
versity. An outstanding student 
throughout her entire college career 
she was elected to Beta Kappa Chi, 
Honorary Scientific Society; and at 
Hampton was selected for the Olympic 
Hall of Fame, an honor that goes to 
the physical education student with 
the highest scholastic average in the 
school. 
Before she came to A. and T. Col-
lege, Mrs. Spriggs was Physical Edu-
(Continued on Page 7) 
A* & T. Fellowship 
Council Entertains 
Dr. Buell Gallagher 
The A. and T. Fellowship Council 
is the federation which binds all tbe 
religious organizations on tlie campus 
into a spiritual fellowship. It cuts 
across demoninational lines and serves 
tlie entire campus. Any member of 
the A. and T. College community may 
become active with the Fellowship 
Council by joining one of its separate 
organizations. 
The Fellowship Council has brought 
many outstanding speakers lo our stu-
dent body, faculty members and 
friends. Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, Spe-
cial Consultant, United States Office 
of Education, Washington. D. C , was 
our guest speaker on Sunday, Febru-
ary 12. 1950. Dr. Gallagher brought 
us a wonderful message concerning 
race relations. After his address, the 
members of the Council, students and 
our President, Dr. F. 1). Bluford. as-
sembled together for an informal dis-
cussion. I am sure that after the dis-
cussion our views on religion had I n -
creased and broadened. 
The total program of the Fellowship 
Council is under the sponsorship of 
the Religious Activities Committee of 
which the College Minister is Chair-
man. The Fellowship Council seeks 
to guide students in understanding 
God's will and expressing it through 
study, action and worship. 
Notes From The 
Art Department 
By E. HENRY GIRVEN, '50 
The Art Department is giving its 
contribution to the promotion of cul-
ture on the campus in a most in-
teresting manner. After familiarizing 
the student body with tlie numerous 
possibilities of earning a generous live-
lihood through an education in art 
they now turn to the displaying of 
art for art's sake. They seek to bring 
out of the students to a greater extent 
those inherent qualities of aesthetic 
appreciation found in all human be-
ings and to further polish and refine 
those qualities in the students. 
Recently, they had on display in the 
Art Department on the second floor 
of Crosby Hall an exhibit of paint-
ings of old French Maters. Though 
these paintings were but reproductions 
of the originals, it is striking to note 
their exacting authenticity in coloring. 
This candid quality about tbe paint-
ings will be gladly explained to you 
by any member of the art depart-
ment. 
This group of paintings included 
such noted works of art as "The 
White Horse" by Paul Gaugin, "The 
Ballet Class" by Edgar Degas, "The 
Drama" by Honore Daumier, "A View-
Near Votterra" by Jean Baptiste Corot, 
and best of all "Rue St. Vincent" by 
Maurice Vtrillo. 
Also of note is the wide dispersion 
of the original paintings from which 
these reproductions were made. From 
private galleries to famous museums 
they are located in such distant places 
as Munich, Germany; Paris, France; 
Basle, Switzerland; London, England; 
and then in such nearby cities as 
Washington, D. C ; Pittsburgh, Pa.; 
Chicago, 111., and New York City, N. 
Y. All of this simply goes to show 
the universality of art. It speaks of 
Ihe love by all races and nations of 
things beautiful and worthy of appre-
ciation. 
May the art department continue 
this fine program that it has started 
and is now gaining in momentum. 
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AMONG THE GREEKS AND OTHERS 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Presents Annual 
Jabberwock 
Beta .S'igma Chapter of Delta Sigm;. 
Theta Sorority presented its fourth an-
nual Jabberwock on Friday night, Feb-
ruary 10, at eight o'clock in Harrison 
Auditorium. 
The theme of the Jabberwock this 
year was "How It Began." Many of 
the sororities, fraternities, schools, and 
clubs presented original skits. Three 
prizes were awarded to the organiza-
tions presenting the best skits as fol-
lows: First prize, Thomasville Dance 
Group; second prize. Dudley Y-Teens; 
and third prize, Beta Epsilon Chapter 
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. 
Along with the Jabberwock, a Jab-
berwock Queen Contest was brought 
to a climax. The contestant selling 
the highest number of votes was crown-
ed Miss Jabberwock and was presented 
a forty-five dollar cash award. 
The Jabberwock is a national Delta 
project. It is through this program 
that Beta Mu Sigma Chapter and other 
Delta Chapters contribute to the civic 
affairs of their city, by giving scholar-
ships to deserving high school gradu-
ates, equipping playgrounds, contribut-
ing to the Girl Scouts and other worth-
while things for the community. 




By E. HENRY GIRVEN, '51 
This article is an informative one 
in which the library staff wishes to 
acquaint the entire student body with 
the large number of periodicals that 
they have on hand, some 224 in all. 
The wish to make known the wide 
variety of subjects that these maga-
zines, newspapers, and pamphlets cov-
er as well as their entertainment value. 
An inquiry at the service desk in the 
hall could bring surprising results. 
These periodicals are not out front 
where everyone, or anyone, may pick 
them up so you will have to call for 
one if you want it. 
Following is a list and description 
of just a few of these periodicals. 
"Aero Digest" published monthly, 
the largest technical aeronautical jour-
nal published. Covers all phases of 
design, manufacture, and operation 
gives current news. 
"Agricultural Education" published 
monthly. Published for teachers of 
agriculture. Articles on the farm sub-
jects carried on various communities. 
"American Historical Review" pub-
lished quarterly. Scholarly articles on 
the entire field of history, critical re-
views and notes. 
"Bell System Technical Journal" pub-
lished quarterly. Devoted to the sci-
entific and engineering aspects of elec-
trical communication. Technical ar-
ticles well illustrated, abstracts. Pri-
marily useful in the physics depart-
ment and in electrical engineering. 
These four magazines plus 220 oth-
er publications comprise a warehouse 
of information from which one may 
draw in unlimited quantities. Almost 
all of the most popular magazines are 
in stock with the exception of that 
most popular one of all, the funny 
book. Toward this the staff justifi-
ably feels that our lives are full enough 
of mirth as it is. 
Recently the library received several 
gifts of books and subscriptions. Miss 
Delores Hines, instructor in Physical 
Education, donated "Crusade in Eu-
rope" by Dwight D. Eisenhower. Miss 
Wilhelmina R. Laws, specialist in 
Home Demonstration Work, donated 
"Reading and Listening Comprehen-
sion at Various Controlled Rates," by 
Harry Goldstein. 
The Floridian Club presented a sub-
The Richard B. Harrison Players of the Agricultural and Technical College are presenting their next major pro-
duction of the Period Drama, "Jane Eyre," in the Richard B. Harrison Auditorium on March 2nd and 3rd, 1950 at 
8:00 P. M. Left to right, first row: Odessa Burris, lane Eyre; Sadie Alford, Mary; Dorothy Henderson, Blanche; Na-
varro Stafford, Rochester. Second row. Thelma HarJ, Adele; Rubye Williams, Lady Ingram; Pollie Washington, Mrs. 
Fairfax; William Lewis. Mr. Wood; Frances Andrews. Leah; Millard Mitchell, Stage Manager. Third row. John Street. 
Mr. Mason; Charles Chandler, Fredrick. 
Senior Class President Urges 
Students To Attend Meetings 
It is imperative that the members 
of the Senior Class attend their meet-
ings. A class of more than 500 has 
never had more than 175 persons 
present at a meeting. It is needless 
to point out the importance of these 
meetings. I can only say that respon-
sible positions of leadership which 
many of us will be expected to fill in 
the future will demand promptness, 
attendance, initiative and a knowledge 
of parliamentary procedure. None of 
us have learned more than we need 
to know, so it would behoove all of us 
to take advantage of all of the avail-
able avenues of improvement, no mat-
ter how insignificant they appear to 
be. This suggestion can be applied 
to all students as well as seniors. 
I must point to the efforts of the 
Yearbook committee as an outstand-
ing example of work by a group of 
seniors who voluntarily lend their time 
and talent to class projects without 
prospect for remuneration. To those 
of you who do not attend your class 
meetings or any of the various club 
and organizational meetings, you are 
missing a wonderful opportunity to 
create a better class, club, and school. 
You miss the opportunity to rectify 
the very conditions which you so often 
gripe about. 
Most important of all. you throw 
away a significant part of your edu-
cation, that portion of it which can 
only be realized through association, 
discussion, learning to cooperate and 
uniting for the purpose of achieving 
greatness. 
Give sincere thought to this appeal 
and you will find yourself being count-
ed when the votes are cast. 
MARSHALL H. COLSTON 
President, Senior Class 
THE SPHINX 
PLEDGE CLUB 
The Sphinx Club of the Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., recently had 
as its guest speaker, Big Brother Rev-
erend R. D. Crockett, Chaplain at 
Bennett College. Big Brother Crock-
ett told us that the slogan, "First of 
all, servants of all, we shall transcend 
all," does not mean that we were 
merely the first to be established 
among our group, but it means that 
we are first in service to all mankind 
and that we shall transcend all in our 
e f f o r t s to promote brotherhood 
scription to the "Tampa Bulletin." 
The Virginia Club presented a sub-
scription to "Ebony" and "Our World." 
With the receipt of these gifts by 
the library it would seem that some 
people do appreciate the library, and 
all that its staff has done for their, 
and all others benefit. Keep up the 
good work, library staff. 
throughout the world regardless of a 
man's fraternal affiliation or social 
status." 
Big Brother Crockett went on to 
say that the members nor prospective 
members of Alpha Phi Alpha live in 
a vacuum all for self, but they live 
for service. In concluding he told us 
"the future of Alpha Phi Alpha lies 
in your hand, do not fail us." 
The Sphinx Club has just recently 
constructed its second project of the 
year, a bulletin board, at the corner 
of Crosby Hall near the post office. 
We hope that the faculty, students, 
and friends of the college will find it 
useful. 
The following brothers were let into 
the fold of Sphinxmen on January 28: 
Joseph Bennett, Alverata Jones, Elijah 
Williams, Hardy Liston, (son of Big 
Brother Hardy Liston, who is presi-
dent of Johnson C. Smith University) 
Leonard Collier, Charles Brooks, and 
Elbert H. Holmes. 
Our thought for the month is "If 
you really believe in the brotherhood 
of man, and you want to come into 
its fold, you have got to let everyone 
else in too." 




Beta Epsilon Chapter of Alpha Phi 
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., celebrated 
Brotherhood Week, February 19-27, 
by giving two brotherhood gifts to de-
serving persons in the community. 
Using during the week, the slogan, "All 
Men are Brothers," each member of 
the chapter reported to the brothers 
a good deed he had performed dur-
ing the activities. The celebration 
ended with a brotherhood smoker in 
the fraternity room on Sunday, Febru-
ary 27. 
On February 10, the skit, "The 
Atomic Fumble and the Hydrogen 
Stumble," won for Beta Epsilon the 
third prize in the Annual Delta Sigma 
Theta Sorority's Jabberwock. I h e sec-
ond prize went to the Dudley High 
School Group, and the first prize was 
awarded to the Thomasville Dance 
Group. Hats off to the participants 
of our skit, Brothers William Jones, 
James N. Frank, Edwin Elliott, and 
Little Brother George Geiger and, oh 
yes, Yours truly in the background. 
In our first game of the season, 
eleven apes were able to edge the 
ramping Globetrotters in a thrilling 
basketball game before an estimated 
175 students in the main campus gym-
nasium. The next game will be play-
ed with the faculty team. 
On March 24, at 8:00 P. M., the 
brothers plan to sponsor one of the 
biggest and funniest Quiz programs 
ever to be presented on the campus. 
JAMES O. BECKETT, '51 
Vol XL Los Angeles, Calif., 
In Los Angeles , there is always a friendly 
gathering of University of Southern California 
students at Ted Owen's. And, as in colleges 
everywhere, ice-cold Coca-Cola helps make 
these get-to-gethers something to remember. As 
a refreshing pause from the study grind, or on 
a Saturday-night date—Coke belongs. 
Ask for it either way . . . both 
trade-marks mean the same thing. 
No. 135 
Tad Owsn'St Los 4ngeles, Colli. 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
GREENSBORO BOTTLING COMPANY 
i 1949, The Coca-Cola Company 
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SPORTS BRIEFS 
By Arthur B. Word 
THEY ARE PLANNING, yes the unpredictable Aggies basketballers are 
planning to lie one of the eight teams in the tournament berths this year. 
If they can hold on to their present position or a even higher position, they 
will be able to journey to Washington to the C. I. A. A. 
Tourney. At present they have a slight percentage over 
their arch rivals, the North Carolina College (1949 con-
ference champions) and the Morgan State College who are 
tied for the seventh and eighth spot. 
Two of the three remaining games are with top teams, 
West Virginia State, (No. 2), and Virginia l.'nion (No. 3). 
All I can say or do is to wish Coach Harris and his 
boys the best of luck. * *> 
THAT LAD "ROXBORO" ROBINSON 
Aggie fans got their eyes full the night the Shaw University Bears hit 
the local court. Among the Bears was a freshman by the name of Walter 
"Roxboro" Robinson. Robinson, a center, did not perform to the best of 
his ability the night here, but his unique ball-handling and playing of 
the pivot spot attracted the attention of many Aggie fans. 
R.O.T.C. CHAPTERS DOING FINE 
I do not know what that fellow Cadet Captain Bobbie Wright has been 
doing to his team this year but it must be good. His team, a member of 
Greensboro City League has defeated every team in the league with the 
exception of the Hayes-Taylor Y. M. C. A. Other teams defeated by them 
not in the league are, the Dudley High School and the William Penn High 
School of High Point. A good record, I think. 
HOTTEST THING IN THE C.I.A.A. 
It can be said by this column at least that Coach Brown and Trainer 
Clark have produced one of the hottest boxing teams in the C.I.A.A. A few 
weeks ago they carried the team to Winston-Salem and came away with a 
five out of six record. The following week-end the boxing team traveled 
to the Capital City to sweep a similar record. 
According to the coaches, even with this record the team as a whole 
needs a lot of improvement before entering the tournament. 
TEAMS HOLDING BACK 
According to Coach Matthew Brown, director of the Intra-Mural Pro-
gram, organizations have been slow in registering their team in the league. 
Among the teams registering are: Globetrotters, Alphas, Omegas, Kappas, 
Sigmas, Varsity House, Faculty, Y. M. C. A., and the Projecteers. 
A. & T. Stops 
Hampton 63-38 
By ARTHUR B. WORD 
The A. and T. College Aggies re-
tained their undefeated record on their 
home court by defeating the Hampton 
Institute Pirates 63 to 38 here on 
January 21. The Aggies took an ear-
ly lead and were never in trouble 
anytime during the game. 
"Slim" McClenney led his Aggie-
mates in the scoring department in 
addition to his flawless floor work. He 
started the night's shooting with a 
field goal after the game was only 
a minute old, and finally split the 
cords often enough to rack up 15 points 
for the evening. 
Edward Martin and David "Shorty" 
Hurdle were next in line for the Ag-
gies with 12 and 10 points respective-
ly. Heninburg, Pirate guard kept his 
team alive by sinking a field goal now 
and then for a total of eight points 
to cop scoring honors of the team. 
Toeing Heninburg was Holmes anel 
Pattillo who accounted for seven and 
six points respectively. 
Aggies Top St. 
Augustine Horses 
By JEROME W. PALMER 
RALEIGH, N. C . -The A. and T. 
College Aggies defeated the St. Au-
gustine Horses here at the Washing-
ton High School gymnasium 73 to 67 
in a conference game. 
This victory brightened the Aggies 
hope of going to the C.I.A.A. Tourney 
next month. The Aggies have been 
running into plenty of trouble on all 
of their road trips this year. This 
marks their first road trip victory. 
Frank "Slanky" Mahon and "Slim" 
McClenney kept their teammates alive 
by hooking in 22 and 21 points re-
spectively, with "Moon" Williams con-
tributing ID points. 
"Shorty" Evans, four feet, 11 inch 
forward for St. Augustine and Alex-
ander gained scoring honors for their 
learn by hitting the nets for 16 and 
15 points respectively. 
"Marty" Martin, an Aggie regular, 
played very little tonight and was on-
ly accredited with seven points. 
Colonial Stores 
(Continued from Page 4) 
increase their skills and knowledge 
through higher education," he contin-
ued, "and it is with this idea in mind 
that we have designed our scholarship 
plan to benefit the area in which Co-
lonial Stores operate." 
Mr. Allen pointed out that faculty 
members of well-known college or uni-
versity in each state have been ap-
pointed to judge the entries submit-
ted in that state. He also emphasized 
that neither expert writing nor gram-
matical correctness is necessary to win, 
since judges will be searching for let-
ters that are concise, original and sin-
cere. 
The Governors of Georgia, Virginia, 
North and South Carolina and lead-
ing educators in those states will give 
their opinions of the competition in 
a half-hour radio program to be broad-
cast over more than 35 radio stations 
throughout the Southeast on February 
14. 
FINEST PEN AT 
A MEDIUM PRICE 
ONLY 
$ 5 00 
Set, $8.75 
W r i t e s 




tunium po int . . . 
many other lux-
ury pen features. 
Outstanding val-
ue! Blue, green, 
r e d , b l a c k . 







m o s t 
wanted pen 
. . . with 14 new 
a d v a n c e s . 
W r i t e s w i t h 
p r e c i s i o n 
s m o o t h n e s s 
y o u ' v e never 
e x p e r i e n c e d 
before. New 
" 5 1 " available 
in 8 colors. 
Aggies Defeat 
F. S. T. C. In 
Benefit Tilt 
By ARTHUR B. WORD 
The A. and T. College Aggies chalk-
ed up another victory here Mondav 
night, February 6, by defeating the 
Fayetteville State Teacher's College 
Broncos 64 to 54 in a non-conference 
polio benefit game. 
"Marty" Martin, sharp shooting ace 
from Allentown, Pa., again led his Ag-
gie mates in the scoring department. 
He accounted for 18 points with Frank 
Mahon, Aggie center pumping in 13 
points. 
Perkins, Bronco forward who sank 
17 points, one point short of Martin, 
failed to tie for scoring honors of the 
night but led his teammates in the 
scoring department. 
McClenney and Hurdle aided great-
ly in this hardwood tilt by dropping 
in 10 points each, while Costen and 
Carter supported the Broncos with 10 
and 11 points respectively, along with 
Wave's contribution of eight points. 
The halftime score was A. and T . 
39, Fayetteville State 33. 
Nationwide Television 
Drama-Writing 
(Continued from Page 3) 
produced on the air or published. 
Adaptations of existing novels, short 
stories, plays or other literary crea-
tions will be disqualified. Scripts will 
be judged for originality, freshness and 
ingenuity in exploring television as a 
new intimate visual-auditory medium. 
The judges' decision will be final. 
Duplicate prizes will be awarded in 
case of ties. Prize-winning scripts will 
become the property of CBS. 
It's Smart to be Healthy 
Drink Milk 
GUILFORD DAIRY 
"Your Home Town Dairy" 
Chevrolet alone 
in the low-price field gives you highest dollar value 
. . . famous Fisher Body . . . lower cost motoring! 
FIRST... 
and Finest.. . at Lowest Cost! * ^ 
The Styleline De Luxe 4-Door Sedan 
AMERICA'S BEST SELLER AMERICA'S BEST BUY! 
Here's your buy for 1950 . . . for all the things you want in a 
motor car at lowest cost . . . the new Chevrolet with Style-
Star Body by Fisher! 
It's the one and only low-priced car that offers you a choice 
of automatic or standard drive . . . with the thrilling new 
Powerglide Automatic Transmission and new 105-h.p. 
Valve-in-Head Engine for finest automatic drive results . . . 
and with a highly improved, more powerful Valve-in-Head 
engine and the famous Silent Synchro-Mesh Transmission 
for finest standard drive results—at lowest cost. 
Chevrolet—and Chevrolet alone—brings you all these advantages af 
lowest cost! NEW STYLE-STAR BODIES BY FISHER . . . NEW TWO-
TONE FISHER INTERIORS . . . CENTER-POINT STEERING AND UNITIZED 
KNEE-ACTION RIDE . . . CURVED WINDSHIELD WITH PANORAMIC 
VISIBILITY . . . BIGGEST OF ALL LOW-PRICED CARS . . . PROVED 
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES . . . EXTRA-ECONOMICAL TO OWN, 
OPERATE AND MAINTAIN. 
POWER AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
Combination of Powerglide Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine 
optional on De Luxe models at extra cost. 
SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER 
Conveniently listed under "Automobiles" in your local classified telephone directory 
J 
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A. & T. Alumnus 
Elected St. Paul's 
President 
The Board of Trustees of St. Paul's 
Polytechnic Institute, Lawrenceville, 
Virginia, elected, unanimously, Earl 
Hampton McClenney, an A. and T. 
Alumnus, as the Institute's new presi-
dent, at a special meeting in January. 
He will assume his duties April 1. 
Mr. McClenney, an active layman 
in the Protestant Episcopal Church 
and at present President of the Voor-
hees School and Junior College, Den-
mark, South Carolina, has had wide, 
varied, and unusual training as a back-
ground for his new assignment. Born 
in Marion, Alabama, March 4, 1908, 
and receiving his elementary and sec-
ondary training there, he did under-
graduate work at Talladega College, 
as well as at A. and T. College where 
be received the B. S. degree. He holds 
also the M. S. degree from Cornell 
University, and is now a candidate 
for tlie doctor's degree at Pennsyl-
vania State College. 
Among the important posts Mr. Mc-
Clenney has held are: classroom teach-
er and high school principal in North 
Carolina; Director of the Department 
of Education, Summer Registrar. Field 
Agent, and Veterans' Adviser at St. 
Augustine's College, Raleigh, North 
Carolina; Visiting Professor at Vir-
ginia Union University, Richmond, 
Virginia; Executive Secretary of the 
North Carolina State Crown and Scep-
ter Clubs; Member of North Carolina 
Interracial Commission, North Caro-
lina Citizens' Committee, Bloodworth 
Street Y. M. C. A. Board, Church-
men's Committee of the Southern Re-
gional Council for the State of South 
Carolina, Advisory Council of the 
South Carolina Area Trade School. 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, and several 
professional organizations, including 
the American Association of Univer-
sity Professors. 
Mr. McClenney will be the third 
president of St. Paul's Polytechnic In-
stitute, the largest of the schools under 
the auspices of the American Church 
Institute of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, his predecessors being the 
venerable James Solomon Russell, D.D., 
I.L.D, Founder; and his son the Rev-
erend J. Alvin Russell, D.D., LL.D., 
now retiring because of illness. 
"Job Paragraphics" 
(Continued from Page 2) 
groups often hire professional direc-
tors for their plays and programs. 
Schools, from kindergarten through 
college, have teachers whose duty it is, 
in whole or in part, to direct school 
dramatics and assembly programs. 
To mention a few vocations on 
which additional information can be 
secured, may we suggest: Secretary, 
teacher, interior decorator, professional 
shopper, textile designer, homemaking 




(Continued from Page }) 
a student he was on the "A" honor 
roll ten (10) quarters out of eleven 
(11) quarters he spent here. Helping 
others to get a better understanding 
of Mathematics, gave Mr. Mobley a 
greater pleasure than anything else. 
He served as a student instructor be-
ginning in his sophomore year and 
continued in that capacity at every op-
portunity afforded him until his gradu-
ation. He also was employed as pri-
vate tutor for the freshmen athletes 
during his sophomore year and aftei 
then has spent the majority of his 
time conducting classes. He is well 
known for giving assistance to other 
students regardless to whether it was 
in the classroom, on the campus, on 
the street, by telephone or at his home. 
Mr. Mobley was one of the first 
nineteen (19) students here to be rec-
ognized in the 1918 edition of the 
publication "Who's Who Among Stu-
dents In American Colleges and Uni-
versities." In May 1949 he became 
a member of the Beta Kappa CTii 
Honorary Scientific Society. On May 
30, 1949, Mr. Mobley graduated vale-
dictorian of his class, the largest gradu-
ating class in the history of A. and T . 
College, repeating his high school feat. 
At present Mr. Mobley is attending 
this institution, finishing his educa-
tion requirement for a class "A" cer-
tificate. He has been accepted at the 
University of Pennsylvania to do work 
toward a Master of Science degree in 
Mathematics. 
Faculty Member 
(Continued from Page 4) 
cation instructor at Tennessee State 
College. She was also director of the 
dance group here, and advisor to 
the Freshman class. During the pa^t 
Christmas holidays she returned to 
Tennessee and there became the bride 
of Dr. Alfred Spriggs, Professor of 
Chemistry at Tennessee State. 
Her hobbies are many. They in-
clude swimming, dancing, sewing, bi-
cycling, and all other sports. She 
also loves to travel and has been in 
most of the major cities of the nation. 
Rams Defeat 
A. & T. 54-38 
By SANDY "BOWTIE" JOHNSON 
WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.-Behind 
the stellar shooting of Bellamy with 
19 points and Nichols with 15. the 
Winston-Salem Teacher's College Rams 
rode on to victory over the A. and T. 
College Aggies here tonight. Edward 
Martin with 10 points along with 
George Thomas and Lonnie McClen-
ney with seven and eight points re-
spectively were the big guns for the 
Aggies. At the half the score was 23 
to 20 in the Rams favor. 
In the second half, soon after the 
beginning Bellamy and Nichols began 
to hit to start the Rams scoring. The 
Rams win was also helped by Terry 
and Sherrill who added points when 
they were needed. Although the Ag-
gies gave them a good battle, Winston 
survived and gained a well earned 
victory by a score of 54 to 38. 
Aggies Suffer 
irst Home Defeat 
By SANDY "BOWTIE" JOHNSON 
The Aggies suffered their first home 
defeat Saturday night February 11 at 
the hands of the Virginia State College 
Trojans. 
The Aggies held Virginia State's 
Lanky Banks to six points in the first 
half, due to the excellent guarding of 
Frank Mahon. Williams and Brown 
of Virginia State led in the scoring 
for Virginia State most of the first 
half, while Martin and McClenney led 
in points for the Aggies. 
In the second half Banks hit for 15 
points to make his total for the night 
21 points as Mahon was injured in 
the closing minutes of the first half. 
Banks was aided in scoring by Wil-
liams and Brown who hit the nets for 
16 and 14 points. Martin and McClen-
ney kept the Aggies in the running 
with 22 and 16 points as they proved 
the Aggies major threat in the scoring. 
Hurdle and Williams led the defense 
for the Aggies as Virginia State gained 
victory over the Aggies 70 to 60. 
New Jersey public school teachers 
are worse off economically today than 
they were in 1939. The study dis-
closed that the $3,413 average annual 
pay of the New Jersey teacher will 
not buy as much at present costs as 
did the average pay of 32,080 in 1939. 
Major dill Reynolds, Oregon '40 
Pilot-Professor, US. Air Force.' 
Bill was an all-round athlete. H s chose 
football as his favorite sport, made the 
vars i ty teams at Pomona Junior College 
and also at the University of Oregon. 
The 1st Observation Squadron, Fort 
Riley, Kansas was Lieutenant Reynolds' 
first assignment. While there he met the 
future Mrs. Reynolds. T h e y married a 
year later and now have two fine sons. 
A Theta Chi, Bill enjoyed campus social 
life. Found that it eased the pressure of 
rugged athletics and his heavy study 
schedule in Personnel Management. 
The Squadron moved to Panama, then 
to the Pacific. Bill advanced from pilot 
to operations officer to squadron com-
mander. He came home a Major and 
qualified for a Regular Commission. 
Upon graduation, Bill chose a future in 
the Air Force. He "flew" his first Link 
trainer as an Aviation Cadet in 1940. B y 
March, 1941, he had won his pilot wings. 
Recently commended for peacet ime work 
•—organizing and improving instruction 
techniques—Major Reynolds, a "Pilot-
Professor", looks forward to a long and 
gainful career in the U. S. Air Force. 
If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26'/2, 
with at least two years of college, consider the many 
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator in the 
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many 
colleges and universities to explain these career 
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full 
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army 
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to 
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Att: Aviation Cadet 
Branch, Washington 25 , D. C. 
U. S. AIR FORCE 
ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS! 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
MEETING 
The weekly meeting of the Junior 
class was held January 31, 1950, in 
Room K, Dudley Building at 7:00 P. M. 
with the president, Warren Harris, 
presiding. 
Minutes from the last meeting were 
read, received, and adopted. This was 
followed by the reading of incoming 
correspondence. 
Next was the discussion of old and 
new business. First to be discussed 
was the Talent Scout, to be given in 
Harrison Auditorium, March 9, 1950. 
Mr. Harris, Mr. Kennedy, and oth-
er members reported on the talent 
they had discovered during the past 
week. 
Next was the discussion of the Jun-
ior Class dance, various suggestions 
coming from members of the class. 
Dues collected, and membership fees, 
after which the meeting adjourned 
with the reciting of the class motto-
Watch the bulletin boards for furth-
er notices of the Talent Scout, Mr 
Rov H. Brown, serving as General 
Talent Scout, and master of ceremon-
ies. 
JAMES T. LINZY 
Reporter, '51 
on the 2Gth of January in the recrea-
tion room of T-1295. Everyone seem-
ed to have enjoyed themselves. Big 
Brother T. A. Clark was the principal 
speaker. We were also honored with 
the presence of Big Brothers Captain 
Wright, Dr. George, L. A. Wise, and 
R. E. Jones of the faculty. Many of 
our Big Brothers who were students 
here gave some interesting comments. 
Brother Edward Wake was the head 
of the Program Committee and enter-
tained us with an interesting program. 
After the program our guest introduc-
ed themselves, then Big Brothers and 
Little Brothers likewise. The night 
ended with the Lamps and Omegas 
singing their hymns. 
NORMAN R. HEILING, '51 
Best Hope 
(Continued from Page 2) 
usual situation. It seems that there 
is only one cure, part of which may 
consist of nothing more than striving 
to meet more Jews, more Negroes and 
others of different creeds and races. 
The other part of the cure is much 
more difficult and perhaps will only 
be attainable after a long period of 
time, because this is a matter of at-
titude, and attitudes change very slow-
ly even among people of good will. 
People, society must learn some day, 
are people, and must be considered 
and judged on a common basis as 
people, good, bad or indifferent, in 
spite of their beliefs or color. If this 
attitude ever becomes universal, most 
prejudice will automatically vanish, 
and the development of such an atti-
tude in everyone, both the majorities 
and minorities, is our one best hope 
for a better world in which men and 
nations can face each other honestly 
and fearlessly. 
- J O H N P. MARQUAND 
MUSIC CLUB NEWS 
The Music Club held its first meet-
ing of the year, January 14, 1950. 
Professor Braithwaite presided over 
the meeting. After having a very brief 
message by Professor Braithwaite stat-
ing the purpose of the club, Miss 
Vinscon and Mr. Carlson were called 
upon to give short talks which were 
very interesting to all. 
Officers were installed as follows: 
George H. Jaggers, President; Law-
rence Johnson, Vice-President; Frances 
Lancaster, Secretary; Norman Hum-
phrey, Treasurer. 
The club is planning one of the 
most interesting and outstanding 
events for our up-coming musicians. 
We are planning each week to set 
aside one to two hours a day for 
listening to the different works of 
the great composers, such as Mozart, 
Beethoven, Haydn, Bach, Handel, and 
many others of this sort. We realize 
that we did not have enough time to 
listen in the class periods to the com-
plete work of these artists, so this is 
one of the ways to do so. 
Other plans are being made as to 
the different types of programs that 
shall be presented at each meeting. 
The club was formed by the music 
majors and minors under advisement 
of Professor Braithwaite, Miss Vinscon 
and Mr. Carlson. 
FRANCES LANCASTER 
Secretary 
A and T Pugs T a k e 
Five of Six Bouts 
In their first intercollegiate match 
of the )ear the A. and T. College Ag 
gies boxing team won five out of six 
bouts at the Winston-Salem Teacher's 
College boxing meet, Saturday. Shaw 
University was the other school repre-
sented. 
In the first match Stewart of A. 
and T. decisioned Lythcott of Shaw. 
Both weighed in at 119 pounds. In 
the 129 pounds division, Curry of 
Shaw knocked out Johnson in the 
first round, for A. and T.'s only 
loss. Harshaw 144 pounder from A. 
and T. decisioned Watkins, 145, of 
VVSTC. 
Wright, 153, of A. and T. scored 
a technical knockout over Hunter, 154, 
from Shaw, in the first round. Argylc 
Pettit, 157 pound Aggie, came up off 
the floor in the first round to score 
a technical knockout over 159 pound 
Lewis of WSTC in the second. The 
referee stopped the bout between Hope. 
194, of WSTC, and Jones, 210, of A. 
and T., in the second round. Jones 
won. 
The referee was "Unk" Campbell. 
former four-year wrestling champion 
at Morgan State College. He is now 
coach at the William Penn High 
School in High Point, N. C. Matthew 
Brown is the Aggie boxing coach. 
CAROLINA FLORISTS "&* & Wuh &-»--
Phones: Day 7419 Night 3-1877 436 E. Washington Street 
Cut Flowers - Corsages - Potted Plants - Weddings 
Decorations - Funeral Designs 
Special Discount to Schools, Students, Churches and Other groups. 
Prompt City-wide Delivery Service. 
"Say It With Flowers—But Say It With Ours" 
Dial 9-500 
McNair Brothers Drug Store 
Two Registered Pharmacists 
A Complete and Select Stock of 
Pure Drugs - Toilet Articles - Health 
and Hygienic Supplies 
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded 
Fast Delivery Service 
Fountain Service - - - Hot Grilled Sandwiches 
900 E. Market Street Greensboro, N. C. 
and Colleges and Universities 
country CHESTERFIELD 
SCROLLER CLUB NEWS 
The Brothers of the Scrollers Club 
of Alpha Nu Chapter Kappa Alpha 
Psi Fraternity wish to congratulate 
their newly made brothers who were 
initiated into the Scrollers Club on 
February 1, 1950. They are as fol-
lows: Brothers Athony Wicks, Jimmy 
Williams, Lloyd Gibson, Coleman T. 
Roberts, Bernard Mitchell, Luther 
Marks, and Elton Morris. 
The Scrollers Club gave their first 
evening social at T-J297 ORD on Feb-
ruary 4, 1950. The party was attend-
ed by the brothers and their sweet-
hearts. The music was sponsored by 
Big Brother Lucas, who has in his 
poossession a public address system. 
There will be such hits as "Kiss and 
a Rose," by the Orioles, "I Surrender 
Dear," by Earl Gardner, and others 
by Buddy Johnson. 
Yes, the Scrollers Club is successful, 
and outstanding in all phases of coh 
lege life. 
JOHNNY E. SEAY, 52 
Reporter 
LAMPADOS NEWS 
The Lampados Club met on its regu-
lar scheduled meeting night during 
the preceding month with Brother 
Henry Smith presiding. The meetings 
were carried out in the usual manner. 
Many of our Big Brothers were pres-
ent at all meetings. Big Brothers Her-
man Brown of the Psychology Depart-
ment and Charles Powell of the In-
dustrial Arts Department visited and 
gave very encouraging remarks dur-
ing the month. 
Along the line of social life the 
Lampados Club entertained many pros-
pective Lamps at its Annual Smoker 
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